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Visualizations can be 
viewed as the permanent 
traces of gestures”

“

Tversky, B. 2010, Visualizing Thought, 
Topics in Cognitive Science 3 (2011) 500

Cueva de las Manos (Cave of Hands), Argentina. Art dates 13,000 – 9,000 years ago.

http://conavigator.org




















Our goal: a universal, 
all-purpose collaboration 
tool for any group or team



Current status: extensive use in academic, public and 
private sector settings since 2016 in four broad uses

Strategic planning Exploration Evaluation Problem Solving
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The intersections of collaboration:



Component-based structure for configurable sessions according 
to time, participants, context and desired outcomes

Exploratory CoNavigationIntroductory CoNavigationMultiple seeded strategic planning Seeded strategic planning



New configurations can be 
designed in collaboration with 
users for specific workflows 
and desired outcomes.



1: What is it? 2: What ought it be? 3: What to do

CoNavigator session design: the three core stages
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Combining egocentric 
and allocentric navigation

@CoNavTool



1: What is it? 2: What ought it be? 3: What to do

CoNavigator session design: individual versus collective

Collective Individual Collective Individual Individual Collective Individual Individual Collective Individual Collective

All individual steps are presented and typically discussed with the entire team.
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All voices seen and heard.
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“

Bertrand Russell

People can only agree 
about what they’re not 
really interested in.”
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“

Douglas Adams

We demand rigidly 
defined areas of doubt 
and uncertainty.”



Reaching common ground.
Revealing uncommon ground.
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Calibrating the narrative
to match the team
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Filtering for agency
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Agency deserts
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Collective Narratives
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I had the landscape in my
Arms as I painted it. I had the 
landscape in my mind and 
shoulder and wrist.”

“

Helen Frankenthaler, Artist.

‘Bilbao’. Helen Frankenthaler, 1998

http://conavigator.org
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Physical design



CoNavigator AR – create a virtual memory palace
(link to 2-minute YouTube video)

https://youtu.be/bvoFeADeGz0


CoNavigator AR – a virtual memory palace

Revisit the process, add layers of information and context and explore 

the progression of the negotiated spaces.

Play audio recordings of presentation

Add / Play slide shows & gallery images

Replay the progression of steps

Join up separate CoNavigator sessions into one

Share the AR topographies via link or QR code

Link to external pages

Connect to a shared Google Doc

Link to a collaborative thread / channel on Slack

Join a Zoom call

Collaborate via Microsoft Teams



Introduction session
Participants split into pairs. 
Interview one another for 5 minutes each about one 

experience they have had with the theme. Each person then 

presents their partner’s story to the group. 

Exploratory



Identify the theme
Using the tiles and whiteboard markers, write what 
you see as important or relevant to the theme. 

Draw if you prefer.

Exploratory



Create a shared topography
What would be the best way to organise a 

topography of your combined tiles? There can be as 

many clusters (or islands) as necessary. An island 

can be as few as one tile. 

Exploratory



Flag the topography
Place your coloured pegs on the tiles which you find 
are most essential to the theme. As many as you 

like – even in areas where you don’t have expertise 

in, or responsibility for. 

Exploratory



Zoom in
Are there tiles with 4-5 pegs on them? Each person 
writes a new tile with an explanation of what 

makes this tile essential for you. 

Exploratory



Zoom out
Are there areas on the map which contain few 
pegs? Discuss why they were not flagged. Is there 

a new way of organising the areas to make them 

more essential? Or is there a new tile which better 
describes the cluster as a whole? Place it on top of 

the cluster. Take a step back once you are done.

Exploratory



Filter for agency
Look at the coloured pegs you have placed on the 
topography. Are there tiles over which you do not 

have any agency / expertise / influence? Upturn

these pegs on the tiles.

Exploratory



Filter for agency
Look at the coloured pegs you have placed on the 
topography. Are there tiles over which you do not 

have any agency / expertise / influence? Upturn

these pegs on the tiles.

Exploratory



Elevate the key areas
Look at the entire set of tiles. Each person decides 
which tile represents the area which needs most 
attention.

Elevate these 4 tiles using the cubes.

Exploratory



Build routes
Look at the what the others have elevated and 
listen to why they elevated them. Can you see a 

connection between the areas they think are 

crucial, and your own? Think of ways of connecting
these areas. Then discuss how these connections 

might be and build a route between the areas.

Exploratory



Stakeholding
Take one route at a time. What needs 
to be done to strengthen or build 

connections between the connected 

cubes? Assign tasks, write them on 
the tool cards and place them on the 

relevant route.

Exploratory



NASA and NSF, Maryland, USA

Present your CoNavigations
What was the dominant narrative in your collaboration?

Decide how to present the journeys that took you to this 
end point, what you learned and what were the 
outcomes.

Exploratory



Barrier card
If there is some kind of hinderance to connections 
and collaborations, these can be signified by using a 

red barrier card (which divide the task cards).

Multiple colour coding could be developed for DFDS 

to match existing terminology/methods.


